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with bios, the os and its applications are freed from having to understand exact details, such as
computer hardware addresses, about the attached i/o devices. when device details change, only the
bios program needs to be changed. sometimes, this change can be made during system setup. no
matter how elegant windows or linux may appear, they are all built on top of the bios. each time you
boot your system, the bios has to load the boot loader that loads the os. when you reboot, your bios
starts up and determines what to load from the disk. each time bios starts up the computer, it needs
a few seconds to actually boot the computer, which is measured by the time the computer is in the
setup program, the setup is done and windows actually starts and the time needed to perform a
clean boot. when you step away from your computer for a period of time or leave it turned off, the
bios does not shut off, but the lights on the motherboard that indicate the current state of the bios
remain on, but are dark. when you turn on the computer, the motherboard will reset and go to the
post (power on self test) screen. this is where the bios checks for the presence of a hard disk and
determines the presence of operating system. if a hard disk is not found, the computer would boot
windows or linux for you directly. if a hard disk is found, bios will load it as a hard disk to the os and
make your computer ready to use. thus, the more the hard disk hard drives you have, the longer
your bios will wait until the hard disk is present. this is the reason that there is different post time in
a computer that does not have a hard disk at all and in a computer that does not have a hard disk
but will take several seconds longer.
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